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Life Proof Boats builds the most
innovative, highest performing,
aluminum boats in the industry.
While also providing class leading
safety features proven by agencies
like the United States Coast Guard.
Our boats are purpose built for not
only protected waters like the
Puget Sound but also for use in
open coastal waters. With closed
cell polyethylene foam under the
decks, and our F.A.S.T. (Foam Air
Stabilized Technologies) external
buoyancy collar systems, our boats
are considered virtually un-sinkable.

With a model line ranging from 15 to
50 feet and the ability to build one
off custom projects, there is truly a Life Proof Boat for everyone. With prices starting under $50,000 and financing 
available, you can be on the water with a stylish boat that is built to handle anything that life can throw at you. 
Feel empowered to enjoy the water on your own terms with confidence you are in one of the safest boats ever 
built. Whether its fishing, cruising, or watersports you will find a Life Proof Boat that provides a premium level of 
comfort and unique features.

Life Proof Boats may be a new brand in the boat building marketplace but the founding partners have over 130 
years of experience in the marine industry and have built other successful boat manufacturing companies that 
serve a wide range of users from US & foreign militaries to commercial & recreational markets. With this 
knowledge and past lessons learned we have spent almost two years focusing on developing new technologies 
that will help revolutionize boat design and function. Technologies like our vented tunnel hulls for sterndrives, 
outboards, and outboard jet powered boats. We also are changing the way people look at conventional Rigid Hull 
Inflatable (RHI & RIB) platforms with our closed cell foam hybrid collar systems. Unlike typical inflatable boat 
collar systems, our systems are unique in the ability for anyone to quickly and easily unzip and replace the 
internal components (like the air bladder or foam). The system works by manufacturing the outer membrane with 
a zipper that runs the whole length of the collar. This outer membrane doesn’t hold any air, unlike conventional 
inflatable boats, our membrane just protects the internal air bladder and foam.

We are an aluminum boat builder which gives us close to unlimited flexibility in building a boat to match each 
customer. Fiberglass boats are built to molds, we can design and built a boat specific to each customer if 
requested. Everybody has specific uses, needs, and requirements, so for us it’s possible and part of our culture 
to build the customer the best boat we can for them and not try to make every customer fit into the same mold.
We are not looking to be the largest boat builder in the industry, we just want to provide the highest quality boats 
with class leading performance and safety features at a price everyone can afford.

Foam Stabilized Watercraft for Every Way of Life
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Self-Bailing Decks
High Volume Scupper Drains
Polyethylene Foam Under Decks
Aluminum Welded, Epoxy Coated Fuel Tank
Anchor Locker
Aluminum Welded On Cleats
Welded In Speed Shoe Pad
Welded Bow and Stern Eyes
304 Stainless Steel Hardware
Locking Glove Box
Fuel Gauge, Compass, Horn
12V Electrical Plugs
Port and Starboard Wipers
Fuel Water Separator
Hydraulic Steering
Nonskid Decking
Swim Step with Fold Down Ladder

STANDARD FEATURES

Bait Well with Aerator
Downrigger Mounts

12V ACC Plugs for Downriggers
Fish Box

Fresh Water Wash Down Pump
Rod Holders

Hi-Lift Trolling Motor Mount
Diamond Plate Decking

Acrylic Hatches and Doors
VHF Radio

Tilt Steering
Bimini Top, with Canvas Option

Navigation Package
Radar Package
Stereo System
Ski Tow Mount

Cabin Heater
110V Shore Power

Shock Mitigating Seats
Upgraded Upholstery

Refrigerator / Freezer Unit

OPTIONAL UPGRADES
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FAST is the in-house collar manufacturer for Life Proof Boats that is revolutionizing the RIB industry.

Our collars consist of a protective outer layer, and a completely separate internal bladder or foam system. 

This gives you the option to run 100% air, 100% foam, or our patented foam/air hybrid system which 

gives you the soft touch of air, but the redundant safety of foam. Our collars are also fitted with a zipper 

system, making it easy to repair or replace an entire bladder if needed. 

In addition to building the collar on every Life Proof Boat, we also do retrofits for boats with collars that 

have seen better days. Zodiac, Novurania, or even SAFE Boats. If it has (or had) a collar, FAST can bring 

new life to your boat. Here are some retrofit examples: 

Polyurethane Color Chart. Contact Us for PVC Options

FAST Collar Retrofits

FAST COLLAR SYSTEMS
OEM & Retrofit  |  Foam, Air or Hybrid

White Yellow Orange Red Magenta Dark
Blue

Blue
6814

Blue
6751

Green Black Grey

FAST
BY IMS

FOAM AIR STABILIZI G TECHNOLOGIES 
FASTcollars.com  |  360.674.7019
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BRIEF
This 18 to 20ft runabout is a smaller and lighter version of our 
21-23ft runabout model. This model was all about getting back to 
the basics that make a great fishing boat. It has an optional covered 
FWD cockpit deck giving way to a huge amount of dry storage area, 
or a recessed deck allowing for storage of crab pots or other gear. 
The deck space is configurable to almost any situation and fishing 
group. With seating for up to 8 you will be hard pressed to find a 
more usable platform on the water that also provides the safety and 
performance of this boat.
 
With foam collars and dual 4" deck scuppers rest assured that if 
any water enters the boat it will be quickly evacuated overboard. 
 

KEY FEATURES
● FAST Foam Collar System
● Performance Fins
● Self-Bailing Decks
● Configurable FWD Bow Area

● Removable Cooler Bench Seats

● Optional Canvas Enclosure and Arch

18/20 RUNABOUT18/20 RUNABOUT
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LIFETIME
HULL WARRANTY

With Life Proof Boats, anything is possible.
Contact a sales associate to discuss options.

Speed

SPECS ENGINE OPTIONS CONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTION

Side Sheet

Superstructure

Side Sheet

Superstructure

35+ mph*
18’ & 20’

8’
18 degrees
40 degrees
35 gallons
2,300 lbs**

● Standard  
● Optional

● Max Engine HP 

Single 100 hp
Single 100 hp
Single 115 hp
Single 135 hp

.190 in

.190 in

.190 in

.190 in

.160 in

.190 in

.190 in

.190 in

.190 in

.160 in

*With 90 hp outboard
**Weight of 18’ model
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BRIEF
Designed to lead the industry, our runabouts sleek and classy profile 
along with its commercial grade construction and innovative 
performance features make this boat a game changer. With standard 
options like foam collars, shock mitigating seating, and a self-bailing 
decks, this boat is virtually indestructible and unsinkable. 

Cruise in confidence knowing you can operate this boat on the open 
ocean or on inland rivers and lakes. With either an 18 or 22 degree 
deadrise at the transom, this boat has the ability to handle almost any 
sea state comfortably and safely. 

And with our optional proprietary Crossover Tunnel System you can 
go where changing environments take you, on a winding river one day 
or the open ocean the next. Incorporated into the heart of the system 
is our in house designed and build hydraulic jack plate allowing you to 
raise the engines on the fly, letting you go anywhere with a deep-vee 
hull. This feature is incredibly useful for shallow water or beaching 
situations. And if you want to swap out the lower unit for a jet-foot you 
don’t have to unbolt and remount your outboard. 

KEY FEATURES
● FAST Foam Collar System
● Performance Fins
● Self-Bailing Deck

● Shock Mitigated Seating
● Optional Port-O-Potty
● Optional Full Canvas Enclosure
● Optional Vented Tunnel Hull with 
Hydraulic Jack Plate

21/23 RUNABOUT21/23 RUNABOUT
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LIFETIME
HULL WARRANTY

With Life Proof Boats, anything is possible.
Contact a sales associate to discuss options.

Speed

SPECS ENGINE OPTIONS CONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTION

Side Sheet

Superstructure

Side Sheet

Superstructure

45+ mph*
21’ & 23‘

8’-6”
18 or 22 deg.
38 or 48 deg.

65 gallons
3,000lbs**

● Standard  
● Max Engine HP

● Jack Plate(s) Optional 

Single 150 hp
Single 250 hp

Twin 150 hp

.250 in

.160 in

.190 in

.190 in

.160 in

.250 in

.160 in

.190 in

.190 in

.160 in

*With single 200 hp 2-stroke
**Weight for 21’ model
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BRIEF
Rock solid performance and ultimate versatility makes our 21-25ft 
Center Console a true standout in the industry. With seating 
available for up to 12 and lots of dry storage, you will be able to 
bring gear for all sorts of activities. With either an 18 or 22 degree 
deadrise at the transom, this boat has the ability to handle almost 
any sea state comfortably and safely. Fitted with standard options 
like FAST (Foam Air Stabilized Technology) collars, shock mitigating 
seating, and self-bailing decks make this boat virtually indestructible 
and unsinkable. 

And with our optional proprietary Crossover Tunnel System you can 
go where changing environments take you, on a winding river one 
day or the open ocean the next. Incorporated into the heart of the 
system is our in house designed and build hydraulic jack plate 
allowing you to raise the engines on the fly, letting you go anywhere 
with a deep-vee hull. This feature is incredibly useful for shallow 
water or beaching situations. And if you want to swap out the lower 
unit for a jet-foot you don’t have to unbolt and remount your 
outboard.

KEY FEATURES
● FAST Foam Collar System
● Performance Fins
● Self-Bailing Decks
● Abundant Seating
● Optional Vented Tunnel Hull with 
Hydraulic Jack Plate

21/23/25 CENTER CONSOLE21/23/25 CENTER CONSOLE
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LIFETIME
HULL WARRANTY

With Life Proof Boats, anything is possible.
Contact a sales associate to discuss options.

Speed

SPECS ENGINE OPTIONS CONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTION

Side Sheet

Superstructure

Side Sheet

Superstructure

50+ mph*
21’ 23’ & 25’

8’-6”
18 or 22 deg.
38 or 48 deg.

90 gallons
3,200 lbs**

● Standard  
● Optional 

Single 150 hp
Single 200 hp
Single 250 hp

.250 in

.190 in

.190 in

.160 in

.250 in

.190 in

.190 in

.160 in

*23’ model with 250 hp outboard
**Weight of 23’ model
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BRIEF
Those looking for a tough, incredibly usable boat will fall in love with 
the features of this 25ft runabout. With standard options like foam 
collars, shock mitigating seats, and self-bailing decks, this boat is 
comfortable, incredibly stable, and virtually unsinkable. 

This boat will handle whatever your boating lifestyle is and it will do 
it better than any other boat in its class. Whether fishing with friends 
or spending a long day on the water, the layout and amenities of 
this boat are designed to provide maximum functionality. 

Cruise in confidence knowing you can operate this boat in open 
ocean or on inland rivers and lakes. With a 22 degree deadrise at 
the transom, this boat has the ability to handle almost any sea state 
comfortably and safely. 

KEY FEATURES
● FAST Foam Collar System
● Performance Fins
● Self-Bailing Decks
● Optional Drop Bow
● Optional Full Canvas Enclosure
● Built-in Fish Boxes and Storage

25 RUNABOUT25 RUNABOUT
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LIFETIME
HULL WARRANTY

With Life Proof Boats, anything is possible.
Contact a sales associate to discuss options.

Speed

SPECS ENGINE OPTIONS CONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTION

Side Sheet

Superstructure

Side Sheet

Superstructure

50+ mph*
25’

8’ - 6”
22 degrees
48 degrees
100 gallons
4,500 lbs**

● Standard  
 
● Maximum

Twin 150 hp

Single 300 hp
Twin 150 hp

.250 in

.190 in

.190 in

.190 in

.160 in

.250 in

.190 in

.190 in

.190 in

.160 in

*With twin 150hp engines
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16/18 RIB16/18 RIB
BRIEF

This 16-18ft aluminum hulled RIB class of boats will change the 
way you look at inflatables. Fitted with our Hybrid FAST foam/air 
collar system, using a combination of 80% foam and 20% air, these 
collars will always provide a safe platform while still providing the 
look and feel of a true inflatable. 

With its ergonomic console position you can either stand or be 
seating while driving. And with seating for 6 and huge amount of 
storage this platform can be used as either a day tripper or a perfect 
yacht tender.

With 22" diameter collars and self-bailing decks, this inflatable is a 
true class leader. Paired with a true deep-vee 22 degree deadrise 
hull, you will be able to handle anything lift throws at you while 
putting a smile on your face.
 

KEY FEATURES
● FAST hybrid collar system with 
replaceable air bladders
● Option for TPU or PVC collar in a 
variety of color options
● Self-Bailing Decks
● Performance Fins
● Lots of Dry Storage
● Ergonomic Console Position
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LIFETIME
HULL WARRANTY

With Life Proof Boats, anything is possible.
Contact a sales associate to discuss options.

Speed

SPECS ENGINE OPTIONS CONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTION

Side Sheet

Superstructure

Side Sheet

Superstructure

*With 100 hp outboard
**Weight of 18’ model

.190 in

.190 in

.190 in

.190 in

.160 in

.190 in

.190 in

.190 in

.190 in

.160 in

40+ mph*
16’ & 18’

8’-2”
22 degrees
42 degrees
25 gallons
2,000 lbs**

Single 100 hp
Single 1XX hp

● Standard   
● Maximum
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BRIEF
Our 25-29ft RIB (rigid inflatable boat) is a professional grade, high 
performance multi use boat that will provide superior buoyancy, 
unparalleled stability, high performance, and maximum safety in a 
cutting edge design built to operate in almost any condition. With 
our hybrid collar design and removable collar bladders, this boat is 
lighter than a typical side sheeted vessel and keeps the boat 
inherently stable in all conditions. 

Designed not only for superior sea-handling capabilities, the collars 
have a foam core so that even in the worst situations you will 
always have enough floatation to provide self-bailing decks. The 
collars also provide collision protection from other boats or docks 
when loading or unloading.

Complementing our RIB design is our all aluminum high speed hull 
that incorporates a 22 degree dead rise aft transitioning to a 48 
degree deadrise at the bow. With other class leading hull features 
like our custom designed interceptor strakes and performance fins 
you will feel in total control.

KEY FEATURES
● FAST Hybrid Collar System
● Performance Fins
● Self-Bailing Decks
● Optional Electronically Actuated 
Windscreen
● Customizable Interior Layout

25/27/29 RIB25/27/29 RIB
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LIFETIME
HULL WARRANTY

With Life Proof Boats, anything is possible.
Contact a sales associate to discuss options.

Speed

SPECS ENGINE OPTIONS CONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTION

Side Sheet

Superstructure

Side Sheet

Superstructure

60 mph*
25’ 27’ & 29’

10’
22 degrees
46 degrees

85-120 gallons
4,300 lbs**

● Standard  
● Optional 
● Max Engine HP

Dual 150 hp
Dual 200 hp
Dual 300 hp

.250 in

.160 in

.190 in

.190 in

.160 in

.250 in

.160 in

.190 in

.190 in

.160 in

*With twin 200 hp 2 stroke engines
** Weight of 25’ model
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 BRIEF
Our inboard diesel jet incorporates one of the newest and best engines in 
the marine market, a 6.6L Duramax Diesel which can be tuned from 450 to 
550HP. Coupled to a 292 Hamilton water jet, durability, reliability and 
performance are main words you will use to describe this propulsion 
package. Thanks to the safety of the jet propulsion system this vessel 
makes the perfect platform as either a tender for larger yachts or a fun day 
of water sports with the family.

Fitted with our Hybrid FAST foam/air collar system, using a combination of 
80% foam and 20% air, these collars will always provide a safe platform 
while still providing the look and feel of a true inflatable. When sitting on 
the collar is feels like air but in the event the collar is punctured, unzip the 
outer collar material and replace the internal air bladders yourself. Very 
simple and user friendly. No other vessel of this class offers a more user 
friendly and serviceable feature. 

Complementing this design is our all aluminum high speed hull that 
incorporates a 22 degree dead rise aft transitioning to a 48 degree 
deadrise at the bow. With other class leading hull features like our custom 
designed interceptor strakes and performance fins you will feel in total 
control. And with our added beaching plates the hull is ½” thick at the 
entry, giving the boat incredible strength and durability.
 

KEY FEATURES
● FAST Hybrid Collar System
● High HP Inboard Diesel Engine
● Hamilton Water Jet
● Flush Aft Deck Storage Boxes
● Shock Mitigating Seats
● Optional Folding Rear Ladder
● Self-Bailing Decks

28 DIESEL CC RIB28 DIESEL CC RIB
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LIFETIME
HULL WARRANTY

With Life Proof Boats, anything is possible.
Contact a sales associate to discuss options.

Speed

SPECS ENGINE OPTIONS CONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTION

Side Sheet

Superstructure

Side Sheet

Superstructure

50 mph*
28’

10’-6”
22 degrees
48 degrees
85 gallons
6,300 lbs**

● Standard
● Optional  

450 HP 6.6L Duramax
500 HP 6.6L Duramax
550 HP 6.6L Duramax

.250 in

.160 in

.190 in

.190 in

.160 in

.250 in

.160 in

.190 in

.190 in

.160 in

*With 500 HP 6.6L Duramax Diesel Inboard
**Weight of 28’ model
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BRIEF
Our 30ft Side Targa is at the top of the boating food chain. It was 
designed to offer ultimate usability, functionality, and incredible 
performance. With four forward facing seats, two rear facing seats, 
and large bench seat for an additional four people, there is plenty of 
space for entertaining. Inside the boat there is room for an optional 
flushing head and a large berth which can accommodate people 
with up to 6'-8" of lay down room. For those looking for even a little 
more, there is room for a sink, microwave, and refrigerator.
 
With 28” diameter collars available in a wide array of color options 
and patterns you can make the boat unique to your liking. And with 
the redundancy of a foam core the collar will always provide 
positive buoyancy even in a catastrophic event.
 
Complementing our RIB design is our all aluminum high speed hull 
that incorporates a 22 degree dead rise aft transitioning to a 48 
degree deadrise at the bow. With other class leading hull features 
like our custom designed interceptor strakes and performance fins 
you will feel in total control. And with our added beaching plates the 
hull is ½” thick at the entry, giving the boat incredible strength and 
durability. 

KEY FEATURES
● FAST Hybrid Collar System
● Performance Fins
● Large Berthing Area
● Four Forward Facing Seats
● Shock Mitigating Seats
● Five Aft Lounge Seats
● Rear Bench Seat
● Available with Head and Sink
● Multiple Decking Color Options
● Optional Removable Canvas 
Enclosure 
● Optional Diesel Heating System

30 SIDE TARGA30 SIDE TARGA
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LIFETIME
HULL WARRANTY

With Life Proof Boats, anything is possible.
Contact a sales associate to discuss options.

Speed

SPECS ENGINE OPTIONS CONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTION

Side Sheet

Superstructure

Side Sheet

Superstructure

58 mph*
30’

10’-6”
22 degrees
48 degrees
175 gallons

8,300 lbs

● Standard  
● Optional 
● Max Engine HP

Twin 200 hp
Twin 300 hp
Twin 350 hp

.250 in

.160 in

.190 in

.190 in

.160 in

.250 in

.160 in

.190 in

.190 in

.160 in

*With twin 300 hp Verado outboards
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BRIEF
Our 40ft RIB platform offers a reconfigurable design. It can be setup 
as either a commercial passenger vessel, ultimate center console, 
or we can work with you to design a sleek cabin to fit into the 
platform. With a 12' beam and 28" diameter collar it is incredibly 
stable. With optional dive vessel designs our 40ft length has been 
USCG Subchapter T rated for up to 26 passengers. 

Fitted with our Hybrid FAST foam/air collar system, using a 
combination of 80% foam and 20% air, these collars will always 
provide a safe platform while still providing the look and feel of a 
true inflatable. When sitting on the collar it feels like air, but in the 
event the collar is punctured, unzip the outer collar material and 
replace the internal air bladders yourself. Very simple and user 
friendly. No other vessel of this class offers a more user friendly and 
serviceable feature. 

With our off shore 22 degree hull and heavy weathered scantlings 
this hull provides the ultimate performance and ride quality.

KEY FEATURES
● Reconfigurable Layout
● FAST Hybrid Collar System
● Heavy-Load Carrying Capability
● Performance Fins
● Self-Bailing Decks

36/38/40 RIB36/38/40 RIB
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LIFETIME
HULL WARRANTY

With Life Proof Boats, anything is possible.
Contact a sales associate to discuss options.

Speed

SPECS ENGINE OPTIONS CONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTION

Side Sheet

Superstructure

Side Sheet

Superstructure

45+ mph*
36’ 38’ & 40’

12’
22 degrees
42 degrees
200 gallons
10,000 lbs**

● Standard  
● Optional

Twin 300 hp
Twin 350 hp

Triple 300 hp

.250 in

.160 in

.190 in

.190 in

.160 in

.250 in

.160 in

.190 in

.190 in

.160 in

*40’ model with twin 300 HP Verado outboards
**Weight of 40’ model
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BRIEF
With its nostalgic styling and rock-star performance, our cuddy 
cabin model is the perfect platform for the boater who wants style, 
performance, and functionality.  With a spacious cuddy cabin large 
enough to comfortably sleep two, and with a hideaway port-o-potty 
option, it provides un-matched room for the boater looking to get 
away and do some serious fishing or cruising. And know that you 
will feel rested after a long day on the water thanks to the shock 
mitigating seating as a standard option.

And with our optional proprietary Crossover Tunnel System you can 
go where changing environments take you, on a winding river one 
day or the open ocean the next. Incorporated into the heart of the 
system is our in house designed and build hydraulic jack plate 
allowing you to raise the engines on the fly, letting you go anywhere 
with a deep-vee hull. This feature is incredibly useful for shallow 
water or beaching situations. And if you want to swap out the lower 
unit for a jet-foot you don’t have to unbolt and remount your 
outboard

KEY FEATURES
● FAST Foam Collar System
● Performance Fins
● Self-Bailing Deck
● Large Berthing Area
● Shock Mitigated Seating
● Optional Port-O-Potty
● Optional Vented Tunnel Hull

20/22 CUDDY CABIN20/22 CUDDY CABIN
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LIFETIME
HULL WARRANTY

With Life Proof Boats, anything is possible.
Contact a sales associate to discuss options.

Speed

SPECS ENGINE OPTIONS CONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTION

Side Sheet

Superstructure

Side Sheet

Superstructure

43 mph*
20’ & 22’

8-6”
18 degrees
38 degrees
50 gallons
3,300 lbs**

● Standard  
● Optional

Single 150 hp
Single 200 hp

Dual 70 hp
Dual 90 hp

.250 in

.160 in

.190 in

.190 in

.160 in

.250 in

.160 in

.190 in

.190 in

.160 in

*With Mercury 150 hp
**Weight for 20’ model
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BRIEF
Those looking for a built tough, incredibly usable boat will fall in love 
with the features of this 25FT Full Cabin. The boat blends the best 
of a work boat, with a sophisticated fishing boat. This boat will 
handle whatever your boating lifestyle is and it will do it better than 
any other boat in its class. 

The cabin is spacious enough to seat 6 people comfortable while 
both the driver and FWD helm seats are bolted to Shockwave 
suspension S5 seat bases as a standard. Down in the cuddy cabin 
there is a toilet and berth large enough for two adults to sleep 
comfortably.

With amenities like a diesel heater, optional sink, stove, and 
refrigerator this is the perfect boat for a weekend get away or a long 
day on the water. 

KEY FEATURES
● FAST Foam Collar System
● Performance Fins
● Self-Bailing Decks
● Diesel Heater
● Optional Full Galley

25 FULL CABIN25 FULL CABIN
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LIFETIME
HULL WARRANTY

With Life Proof Boats, anything is possible.
Contact a sales associate to discuss options.

Speed

SPECS ENGINE OPTIONS CONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTION

Side Sheet

Superstructure

Side Sheet

Superstructure

50+ mph*
25’

8’ - 6”
22 degrees
48 degrees
100 gallons
5,500 lbs**

● Standard  
 
● Optional

Single 300 hp

Single 350 hp
Twin 150 hp
Twin 225 hp

.250 in

.190 in

.190 in

.190 in

.160 in

.250 in

.190 in

.190 in

.190 in

.160 in

*With 350 hp engine
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BRIEF
Available with either outboards or as an inboard diesel, this boat 
can be configured to suit your exacting purpose. At the shortest 
model length of 23ft this is the roomiest cabin in its class and offers 
unmatched safety and performance.
 
Mercury's new 3.0 Turbo Diesel engine gives this boat serious 
performance, while also providing economical fuel consumption and 
greater torque. With the unique cantilevered fan tail design, you 
have the working room on deck of an additional three feet. 

Our patent-pending vented tunnel design for sterndrives allows us 
to mount the sterndrive higher than any other in its class. This 
feature provides added safety, increased performance, and better 
fuel economy.
  
Inside the cuddy you will find 6' -7" of sleeping accommodations. 
With the option of a full galley you can have a Dometic removable 
fridge unit, a cook top stove and a fresh water sink. With an 
available shore power option this is the perfect boat to take on trips 
anywhere you desire.

KEY FEATURES
● FAST Foam Collar System
● Inboard and Outboard Models
● Performance Fins
● Self-Bailing Decks
● Laydown Berthing for 6’-7” Adults
● Port-O-Potty Option
● Full Galley Option

23/25 FULL CABIN23/25 FULL CABIN
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LIFETIME
HULL WARRANTY

With Life Proof Boats, anything is possible.
Contact a sales associate to discuss options.

Speed

SPECS ENGINE OPTIONS CONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTION

Side Sheet

Superstructure

Side Sheet

Superstructure

45 mph*
23’ & 25’

8’-6”
18 or 22 deg.
38 or 48 deg.
65-90 gallons

5,500 lbs**

● Standard  
 
● Optional

Mercury 3.0L TDI 
Inboard

Single 250 hp outboard
Single 300 hp outboard
Dual 150 hp outboards

.250 in

.190 in

.190 in

.190 in

.160 in

.250 in

.190 in

.190 in

.190 in

.160 in

*With 3.0L Mercury TDI
**Weight of 23’ model
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BRIEF
This 10' beamed full cabin with 100% foam collars is a world class 
platform, boasting a large reconfigurable cabin and berthing area 
suited to comfortably sleep two to three adults. With the boats 
cuddy configurable either as a walk through design with forward 
recessed cockpit, or as a flush deck it can be designed specifically 
to your needs. 

With amenities like a flushing head, full galley, and interior table, 
this boat would make an excellent way to get away for an 
adventure. Unique in design, almost the entire length of the cabin is 
one window functioning as a double slider which is large enough to 
provide egress if needed. 

With a 22 degree deadrise, "speed shoe", performance fins, and a 
radical 48 degree entry, this platform was designed to be fast, 
nimble and smooth in rough water conditions. With the incorporated 
15" wide collars and self-bailing decks, you can rest at ease you are 
in a boat that will completely bail its decks empty of water in under 
60 seconds if a wave were to crash over the gunnels.

KEY FEATURES
● FAST Foam Collar System
● Performance Fins
● Self-Bailing Decks
● Laydown Berthing for 6’-7” Adults
● Optional Head
● Optional Full Galley
● Optional Forward Drop Bow Door
● Walk-through Transom Door

27/29/31/33 FULL CABIN27/29/31/33 FULL CABIN
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LIFETIME
HULL WARRANTY

With Life Proof Boats, anything is possible.
Contact a sales associate to discuss options.

Speed

SPECS ENGINE OPTIONS CONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTION

Side Sheet

Superstructure

Side Sheet

Superstructure

50+ mph*
27’ 29’ 31’ & 33’

10’
22 degrees
48 degrees
125 gallons
7,600 lbs**

● Standard  
 
● Optional

Twin 225 hp

Twin 250 hp
Twin 300 hp
Twin 350 hp

.250 in

.190 in

.190 in

.190 in

.160 in

.250 in

.190 in

.190 in

.190 in

.160 in

*With twin 250 hp engines
**Weight of 27’ model
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LIFETIME
HULL WARRANTY

With Life Proof Boats, anything is possible.
Contact a sales associate to discuss options.

Speed

SPECS ENGINE OPTIONS CONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTION

Side Sheet

Superstructure

Side Sheet

Superstructure

27/29/31/33 FULL CABIN27/29/31/33 FULL CABIN33 FULL CABIN33 FULL CABIN

Built-to-order layout
Galley optional
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LIFETIME
HULL WARRANTY

With Life Proof Boats, anything is possible.
Contact a sales associate to discuss options.

Speed

SPECS ENGINE OPTIONS CONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTION

Side Sheet

Superstructure

Side Sheet

Superstructure

27/29/31/33 FULL CABIN27/29/31/33 FULL CABIN31      FULL CABIN31      FULL CABIN

Built-to-order layout
Galley optional
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BRIEF
Our 30ft removable cabin model is the ultimate platform. We 
brought together a racing inspired hull design, advanced collar 
system and removable cabin to create a class leading boat that will 
blow you away. This boat can safely operate in open ocean 
conditions while still sporting a spacious interior layout. This is 
accomplished with a unique cabin design in which we were able to 
gain an additional 12" of interior beam over other class competitors. 
All this is achieved while still keeping the boats beam at 8' 6".

One of the most unique features of this boat is the removable cabin. 
Unlike any current competing platform, the cabin can be unbolted 
and removed from the boat creating an open cockpit boat when 
desired. The best part is the cabin can be removed with no external 
components. The davit system used to remove the house is part of 
the arch.

KEY FEATURES
● Removable Cabin Top
● Davit Incorporated into Arch
● FAST Foam Collar System
● Performance Fins
● Self-Bailing Decks
● Shock Mitigating Seats

30/32 CONVERTIBLE CABIN30/32 CONVERTIBLE CABIN
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LIFETIME
HULL WARRANTY

With Life Proof Boats, anything is possible.
Contact a sales associate to discuss options.

Speed

SPECS ENGINE OPTIONS CONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTION

Side Sheet

Superstructure

Side Sheet

Superstructure

65 mph*
30’ & 32’

8’-6”
22 degrees
48 degrees
120 gallons
7,600 lbs**

● Standard  
● Optional

● Max Engine HP 

Dual 225 hp
Dual 250 hp
Dual 300 hp
Dual 350 hp

.250 in

.190 in

.190 in

.190 in

.160 in

.250 in

.190 in

.190 in

.190 in

.160 in

*With twin 300 hp Verado outboards
**Weight of 30’ model



LIFE PROOF BOATS REFERRAL PROGRAM

HOW DOES THE PROGRAM WORK?

Life Proof Boats (Manufactured by Inventech Marine Solutions) is an aluminum boat builder, unique in the 
fact that we sell factory direct. In our experience, the best advertising has always been by word of mouth 
from people like you, who have discovered our company and understand the advantages our products 
offer to the boating industry. That’s why we’ve created a no hassle way for you to get rewarded for 
sharing our story to interested boaters. Besides helping out someone by referring them to the best built 
and safest platform on the water, we can help you by rewarding you with a commission incentive. All you 
have to do is fill out our Finder’s Fee Agreement. Check out the general details below.

Our referral program is simple. Simply fill out our finder’s fee agreement and send us a referral. If your 
referred person(s) purchases a boat you will receive a check from us. For more information about the 
commission structure review our Finder’s Fee Agreement.
Here is how the process works:

1.  You sign and return our Finder’s Fee Agreement, to enroll in this incentive referral program. After we 
     receive your signed agreement, we will sign it and return a copy to you. At that point, you will be ready 
     to go.



HOW DO I GET STARTED?

WHY REFER LIFE PROOF BOATS?

IT’S A SIMPLE FORMULA

2.  We simply want you to refer interested parties to Life Proof Boats, it’s just that easy. Life Proof Boats 
     makes all representation and warranties of our products directly to the customer.

3.  Share Life Proof Boats with all of your friends? Share on Facebook, Twitter and through E-Mail. Have 
     fun showing them some of our “on the water” videos and web site pages. If convenient, download 
     flyers and contact information from our webpage for handouts. The more you spread the word, the 
     more opportunities there are for you to successfully participate in our finder’s fee referral program!*

Although we are a handshake kind of company, we need to ensure that you agree with the terms of our 
finder’s fee incentive referral program. So the first step is to download our Finder’s Fee Agreement and 
read it. Please call us with any questions. Then, you must sign the agreement and return it to us. We will 
then sign it and return it to you. Thereafter, and as long as a customer tells us you referred them “before a 
sale is consummated”, we will pay your finder’s fee after the customer has accepted delivery and paid for 
their new boat. Anyone from people who just discovered us, vendors or even boating professionals who 
have been in the industry for years - are welcome to participate in our finder’s fee referral program. If we 
receive multiple referrals for the same transaction, we will pay the referral fee to the first-in-time referrer 
confirmed by the customer as the source of the referral.

Our dedicated team of marine enthusiasts have built and sold custom aluminum boats, collar systems 
and new technologies to Recreational, Law Enforcement/First Responders, Government, Commercial 
and Military Markets for many years, and we are passionate about what we do.

All of our boats, from 15’ up to 50’, are designed and manufactured to the highest standards using 
patented technology developed in-house. Our 100% Foam, 100% Air and Hybrid collar systems makes 
our boats virtually unsinkable. And our unique hull and tunnel systems make our boats more efficient. 
Couple that with our self-bailing decks and performance fins, and you have a class leader in performance 
and safety.

Manufactured in the US at our state of the art facility, we incorporate the best systems the industry has to 
offer……but, as always, it’s the people and craftsmen that are the most important part of our culture. Life 
Proof Boats hopes to bring the best experience to our customers in the boating industry through the 
implementation of the principles and values the company was founded on.

Help us spread the word. We offer our finder’s fee referral payment for helping us get the word out 
about Life Proof Boats. We want to keep things simple, as we are the boat experts and want to 
be the ones to educate customers about the boats we build. We merely want to reward 
you for connecting us to new customers who haven’t heard of us yet. Let us know 
how we can better support your efforts, and we’ll go out of our way to make 
it happen. What’s better than dreaming about boats all day long?

*A W9 tax form must be submitted to Life Proof Boats before any monies are to be paid over $600 for a referral
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8585 SW Warrior Dr.  Bremerton, WA 98312

BOATS BUILT FOR LIFE


